ORBCOMM EXPANDS IN-CAB MOBILE SOLUTION FOR FLEETS
WITH ADDITION OF SAMSUNG TABLETS
Integrates ORBCOMM’s ELD software with Samsung tablets to create a scalable in-cab
platform to help fleets improve operational efficiency and driver productivity
Rochelle Park, NJ, December 30, 2019 – ORBCOMM Inc. (Nasdaq: ORBC), a global
provider of Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, today announced the availability of a new incab fleet management solution that leverages powerful mobile technology from Samsung
Electronics America (Samsung). The solution combines ORBCOMM’s Electronic Logging
Device (ELD) and reporting and analytics from its FleetManager platform with Samsung
tablets, enabling fleets to build a scalable productivity hub and connected driver ecosystem that
can help retain drivers, boost customer satisfaction through better service and reduce costs with
improved asset and resource utilization.
The truck management solution is available on Samsung's ruggedized Galaxy Tab Active2 and
Galaxy Tab A 8.0 tablets, which are secured with Samsung Knox, the company’s defensegrade enterprise mobile security platform, to safeguard fleet data. By converging internal or
third-party, Android-based productivity and efficiency applications with a tablet, fleets can
connect their drivers, schedules, assets, back-office and customers seamlessly through one incab screen. The easy-to-use Samsung tablets help drivers track orders, capture signatures and
take notes through fast data processing and high-resolution cameras for optimal efficiency.
“By bringing together ORBCOMM’s best-in-class ELD solution with the advanced Samsung
tablet technology, customers can streamline their fleet operations and become more profitable,”
said Chris MacDonald, ORBCOMM’s Senior Vice President and General Manager, Americas.
“Together with Samsung, we are providing fleet managers with the comprehensive tools they
need to improve the driving experience, increase customer satisfaction and reduce IT risks and
admin costs.”
“Samsung’s B2B tablet solutions are designed to be versatile and customizable to solve the
evolving business needs of today’s organizations,” said Taher Behbehani, Head of B2B
Mobile, Samsung Electronics America. “Through collaboration with ORBCOMM, this new
truck management solution is easy to deploy and use, helping driving fleets stay connected to
maximize efficiency, productivity and security across operations.”
For more information on ORBCOMM’s ELD solution powered by Samsung, please visit
https://www.orbcomm.com/en/hardware/devices/tablets/samsung.
About ORBCOMM Inc.
ORBCOMM (Nasdaq: ORBC) is a global leader and innovator in the industrial Internet of
Things, providing solutions that connect businesses to their assets to deliver increased visibility
and operational efficiency. The company offers a broad set of asset monitoring and control

solutions, including seamless satellite and cellular connectivity, unique hardware and powerful
applications, all backed by end-to-end customer support, from installation to deployment to
customer care. ORBCOMM has a diverse customer base including premier OEMs, solutions
customers and channel partners spanning transportation, supply chain, warehousing and
inventory, heavy equipment, maritime, natural resources, and government. For more
information, visit www.orbcomm.com.
About Samsung Electronics America, Inc.
Headquartered in Ridgefield Park, N.J., Samsung Electronics America, Inc. (SEA), is a
recognized innovative leader in consumer electronics, mobile devices and enterprise solutions.
A wholly owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., SEA is pushing beyond the
limits of today’s technology and providing consumers and organizations with a portfolio of
ground-breaking products in appliances, home entertainment, Internet of Things, mobile
computing, smartphones, virtual reality, wireless infrastructure and wearables, in addition to
offering leading content and services related to mobile payments, 360-degree VR video,
customer support and more. Samsung is a pioneering leader in smartphones and HDTVs in the
U.S. and one of America’s fastest growing home appliance brands. To discover more about
Samsung, please visit www.samsung.com. For the latest Samsung news, please visit
news.samsung.com/us and follow us @SamsungNewsUS.
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements discussed in this press release constitute forward-looking statements within
the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking
statements generally relate to our plans, objectives and expectations for future events and
include statements about our expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, intentions, assumptions
and other statements that are not historical facts. Such forward-looking statements, including
those concerning the Company’s expectations, are subject to known and unknown risks and
uncertainties, which could cause actual results to differ materially from the results, projected,
expected or implied by the forward-looking statements, some of which are beyond the
Company’s control, that may cause the Company’s actual results, performance or
achievements, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results,
performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. In
addition, specific consideration should be given to various factors described in Part I, Item 1A.
“Risk Factors” and Part II, Item 7. “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations,” and elsewhere in our Annual Report on Form 10-K, and
other documents, on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Company
undertakes no obligation to publicly revise any forward-looking statements or cautionary
factors, except as required by law.
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